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VII.5 Seismicity of northern Norway and adjacent areas as inferred 

from ARCESS and SEISNOR data 

Over the last years the seismic instrumentation in Norway and surround

ing areas has been improved through the installation of regional and 

local networks. The increased number of stations has resulted in 

developing more detailed seismicity patterns and improved focal 

mechanisms (e.g., Havskov and Bungum, 1987), which in turn can be 

correlated with similarly detailed information from geological 

investigations. 

This paper will concentrate on the analysis of the combined data from 

two such recently installed sets of seismic instruments. One is a 

regional network termed SEISNOR (Surveillance of Earthquake Activity 

Offshore Northern Norway, Bungum et al, 1988), and the other is the 

Arctic Regional Seismic Array (ARCESS), which is a 39-element seismic 

array very similar to the NORES.S array (Norwegian Regional Seismic 

Array, Mykkeltveit, 1985)'. The SEISNOR regional network stations and 

the ARCESS array are shown in Fig. VII.5.1, together with the main 

geological structures off northern Norway. 

As an introduction, Fig. VII.5.2 illustrates the previously known seis

micity patterns in northern Fennoscandia and the Norwegian and Barents 

Seas. These data are taken from a NORSAR data base and cover the period 

from 1955 through 1987 (Bungum, 1988). To maintain a compromise between 

location precision and magnitude completeness in this figure, only 

events recorded on at least eight stations have been included. The 

figure shows, in addition to the seismicity zones in northern Finland 

and the eastern coast of Sweden, the following main characteristics: 

The mid~oceanic ridge, with the Knipovich Ridge west of Svalbard 

and the Mohn's Ridge further south and west. 
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An extended seismicity zone· between the ·Mohn' s ~Rtdge and'n\o:t":ltbn:1l'.n· 

Norway, limited by the Senja Fra:ctur.e Zone and .covering .la1!.gJ:? 

parts of .eastern Lofoten Basin. 

A seismicity zone along ·the coast o:f ·northern Noirway (Ilana Fau:Jttt 

Complex) as well as one offshore zone (following the KrDstt±ansuntt~ 

Bod'0 Fault Complex) . 

Some earthquake activity near the inter;section ;betwe<en the· ·vra,T:i:n::g 

Plateau Escarpment and the eastern part of the Jan Mayei:n iFraxrtture 

Zone. 

Data analysis 

As outlined above, the monitoring o:f 'seismic events ·in·nerttlite'l!llt"N.~y 

has improved significantly following the installation o:f n&w;•seiii-smdrc 

stations in 1987. In this report we theref'ore wfll ·croncentrate',<on: th'e· 

t.ime period from April 1987 :through April 198·8, ana:Iyz:ing even~, 

recorded by the SEISNOR network and the ·A.RUESS array. 

The SEISNOR network is a re;gi.onal s·e:ismic me.two:rk comsf;stfng .. of s'.i.\x 

seismographic stations dis.tributed f:rom 62. 6°N tO' 69 .C0 N w.t;tn&n~ ~o1?way 

(see Fig. VII. 5 .1). The si.tes contain a rn:ix:ture c>•f sing.lie c·emponertt,. 

thre·e - component and vertical c.omponent ·minf-ar:ra.y s:tatians w<:iitth the 

p·ri:mary purpose of recording offsho·re events. The uri:iq'.u~ 'i!eatture-s «if 

this .network are two-fold. First, this is a c.omputer-con.trol;led' ne'tt.W'O;lilk 

of field stations capable 0£ detecting and storing events la:eaTly a::t 

each field station and transferring desired data in near r.e•i:H. :time. as 

instructed by a central proce:ssing co1I1put:er. Detecti.o1'llS· 'fronhailll .the 

remo:te field st'ations can be proc-e•ssed aut·omatica:lly ;a;t :the · cQl'ft'r:a\l 

computer or manually extracted fer particular events· of intens:t. 

Secondly, the northernmost station, ·KTK, and tlire centrally loc:a.ted 

station, MOR, are small mini-arrays with horizontal dimensions of ab.out;-
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450 meters. With this distribution of sensors, estimates of the 

slowness vectors of the incoming wave field for local and regional 

seismic events can be used for better identification of seismic phases 

and calculation of event locations. The network has been operational 

since April 1987 (Bungum et al, 1988). 

The Arctic Regional Array, ARCESS, is an almost circular array of 

sensors with an aperture of 3 km comprising a total of 39 sensors 

including single component short period, three-component, broadband and 

long period instruments. This array, which is very powerful both in 

terms of detection threshold and location capability, begari operation 

near the end of October 1987 (Mykkeltveit et al, 1987). 

The analysis of the data obtained from these two sets of seismic 

instruments consists of various filtering and wave separation al

gorithms for phase identification and estimation. The real value of 

incorporating mini-arrays and the ARCESS array into the SEISNOR network 

centers. around' the· use of frequency-wavenumber (F-K) analyses (e.g. , 

Capon, 1969). 

An earthquake location program capable of using the azimuth data for 

both initial starting locations and in the formal inverse problem 

(Bratt and Bache, 1988) has been used for the present study, and all 

the seismic phases possible have been analyzed from SEISNOR and ARCESS 

as well as any other available stations within Norway. A careful 

identification and timing of the seismic phases has been combined with 

the azimuth information already obtained from a broadband F-K analysis 

(Kvrerna and Doornbos, 1986) of array data and three-component sites in 

order to obtain a high quality data set for the earthquake locations. 
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Spatial distributii:>n of sehmicity 

Duringc its firs~t year of. operation, the SElSNOR network! has~::ree;e;r-de.~& 

163 locatable seismic events. Additionally i th~ ARCESS':' arrayiha.sr;o 

detected 36 off shore events .. between N.ovember 1.987 aniikAp·riiL1:9.88;iL .. Tllt@i"' 

magnitudes (ML) range from. about 1. 5 to 4. 0, with almo.st .comJJiJ .. eite',r, 

coverag~ .. for. events above ML. 2"5. Fig. VII'; 5. 3 s.bows. the. lo.e;a.t:ab:lLe;c;: 

seismicity between 60° and 80°N; recorded:on at least.:o,ne:•:Of<i:tlte," 

stations. in the networks for a, one~year p~riod. If:we,., comp~r.e;LF:t'~'~·· 

VII. 5. 3 with Fig. VII. 5. 2 showing. more thaR 30 years·;;oft·s.e.ismi~:iLt}r;'.Ewe•e. 

can s.ee." a. quite consistent pattern; The earthqu·akes, eve:111:·,,:fo):;-Slll.Gih'J;a;v 

short time period. as one year, s.eem to line up along,~. the, ma.lcn:";fj;:!ili\l;;t·:ailJli. 

fracture systems and. known regions of higher seismicity; 

Shortly after the SEISNOR network began ope.r:ation·,. seN:ex:al;. e:&l'.IltrI.it>tl:ake,s..;,F 

appeared.. ne.ar. 64.0 N and 12°E.. Thes.e events: weTe, als.o-~ fe.1.tr:b}r~:''°Rll:Q-~i:~e.i1'1&, 

the•, area, and with magnitudes. in the. range 2 . 2 = 2.;].· the.ye app~.aJ<~.dl~i·l1i.'J.t:a,;-;. 

region . that has. been relatively quie,t earlier.. Tli.e,, eve.ntsc.;;: liez:Oll1ttMP<" 

northern part .. of the M0re~Tr0ndelag Fault Zone.; wher.e:- tbe-,so'l:l-:tt:il\;r:w~:~ritr~ 

is known to exhibit a relatively high· seis.micity •. 

Along: .. the Nordland. coast, the.Rana. Fault. Complex. separa:t11a·Jb:th:e±;;co:a:s•t:a:i:; .. 

areas; from the seismically less. active Tr0ndeilag:Platf6,rmtL Eftn$s.;;::· 

rec.orded. around .this. fault complex. during'· the:. last .ye-a,t.ma;y; itldd:·~a:J~eEa:, 

largex. seismic. activity here: than earlier. known',, e;s:tend.ingyp:i~·t:h~" 

to'. the•. intersection wi.th. Kr.istians.und.-:-B.o.d0tFault: Comp_ie'Xt; w:h:i·Q.h:ixis~"Ol'l'A'<' 

of the, mo.st active areas along· the, Norweg?,an coast:!; 

In. addition to the seismicity along the ·coast from\1.M0;re;" to;:,Lo·fb.;!f;e,n~ .. 

there is a. noticeable level of activity also offshore along;: the:~: 

Kristiansund~ Bod0 Fault .. Complex we.st of the Tr0nd.elag,\ Pl.atf.orm;•as.:;i 'We'il1~~ 

as further north along and on the continental side. of• th,;h;V"'rifigi;:'. 

Pla.teau Escarpment. 
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Further north, events have been located along the Senja Fracture Zone 

and eastwards to the Ringvass0y-Loppa Fault Complex. The Senja Fracture 

Zone has been known for a long time as a very active area (Bungum, 

1988), separating the oceanic crust to the west from the continental 

crust to the east. 

The western Barents Sea, i.e., the region east of the Senja Fracture 

Zone, contains the Ringvass0y-Loppa Fault Complex. This area was until 

recently assumed to be more or le-ss aseismic, but several earthquakes 

have been located here, especially after ARCESS was set in operation in 

late 1987. Since the magnitude threshold for locatable events east of 

the Senja Fracture Zone is below ML 2.0 north to 75°N, the Barents Sea 

may be divided into two different parts with respect to seismicity. The 

western Barents Sea includes the Ringvass0y-Loppa Fault Complex, which 

is a system of deep 1istric faults accompanied by a moderate seismicity 

dropping smoothly eastwards away from the Senja Fracture Zone. This 

region has shown very little seismic activity before, with very few 

events reported· the last 30 years (Fig. VII.5.2). When considering the 

level of seismicity now recorded, with events in the magnitude range of 

ML 1.7 - 3.1, this illustrates very clearly the recent significant 

improvement in detectability for these areas. The seismicity seems to 

extend more or less continually north to the more active southern part 

·of Svalbard. It should be noted that the onshore seismicity in Fig. 

VII.5.3 possibly contains some explosions, in particular close to the 

MOR station, in northern Sweden and within the Kola peninsula. 

In order to illustrate the effects the various types of geologic 

structures have on the propagation of seismic waves through the crust 

and upper mantle, a suite of seismograms are shown for comparison in 

Figs. VII.5.4 and VII.5.5. By comparing seismograms at the ARCESS array 

from earthquakes occurring at many different locations, particular 

characteristics can be correlated with the gross features of the known 

lateral variations in the crustal structure of the area in this study. 

Figs. VII.5.4 and VII.5.5 show panels with six pairs of seismograms 

I. 
I 
I 
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from earthquakes located in different areas in the region studied. It 

turns out that few of the events show very clear Lg phases, which are 

often seen for events with continental type propagation paths (Kennett 

et al, 1985). However, Lg phases are seen on the event from Lofoten 

(LOF), and perhaps also on the event from southern Ringvass0y-Loppa 

Fault Complex. These events are located closer to the coast than the 

other two offshore (SFZ and BARNT), which appear to have no Lg phase. 

The Lg phase is also missing for events from the Viking Graben area, 

where the graben structure is instrumental in the blocking of Lg energy 

(Kennett et al, 1985). Since most of the offshore events in the present 

case lack Lg phases even when located in essentially continental type 

crust (the Barents Sea), this might be a result of stronger attenuation 

in the upper crust. 

Conclusion 

The data from recently installed seismographic stations have shown that 

several regions in the northern part of the Norwegian coastline a,re 

exposed to a greater rate of seismicity than reflected in earlier 

seismicity maps. Even though the seismic networks have only been in 

operation for one year, they have unveiled new and important informa

tion about a large number of earthquakes. These have been found in 

general to follow the main fault systems, with increasing activity 

along the coast from M0re to Lofoten, and northwards along the 

continental margin to the Svalbard Islands. The area around the V0ring 

Plateau and where the Kristiansund-Bod0 Fault Complex intersects with 

the Rana Fault Complex shows an activity that may be as large as the 

activity off M0re. 

The seismic activity is also relatively high along the escarpment and 

associated fault zones. Since the data used in this analysis only 

reflects one year of operation (only six months for ARCESS), it is not 
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known to which extent the apparent clustering of events could be 

related to temporal variations in seismicity. 

The Senja Fracture Zone and Western Barents Sea are exposed to a 

greater rate of seismicity than earlier known. Especially interesting 

are the events in the Western Barents Sea which occur in a region with 

traditionally very low seismicity. 

The southern and eastern Barents Sea still appear to be seismically 

quiet. Even during the last year there have been no events detected 

east of 30°E or in the basin just north of the northern part of 

mainland Norway. In these areas the detection threshold for earthquakes 

should be slightly below magnitude 1.5 due to the continental type 

crustal structure and assumed mild lateral heterogeneity. This suggests 

that the area has indeed very low seismic activity; however, a longer 

time period of monitoring is necessary before drawing any firmer 

conclusions on this. 

In general, it turns out that ARCESS has a very good detectability 

eastwards and northwards. The detection threshold in these directions 

is below magnitude ML 1.5 up to distances of at least 600 km. However, 

the rather complicated geological structures to the west, with events 

along and beyond the continental margin, may lead to phase identifica

tion problems for the detection algorithm at the ARCESS array. 

L.B. Kvamme 
R.A. Hansen, Univ. of Bergen 
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Fig. VII.5.1 Location of the stations in the SEISNOR regional network, 
and the ARCESS regional array. The figure also contains the major 
structural elements as given in Bungum and Selnes (1988). 
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Fig.VII.5.2 Earthquake distribution for the time period 1955 to 1987, 
reported from at least 8 recording stations (Bungum, 1988). Structural 
information as for Fig. VII.5.1. 
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Fig. VII.5.3 Recorded events from April 1987 to April 1988 reported 
at SEISNOR and ARCESS, where all offshore events are earthquakes. 
Structural information as for Figs. VII.5.1 and VII.5.2. 
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Fig.VII.5.4 Seismograms of three events recorded at ARGESS. The two 
traces.for each event are high-pass filtered (at 6 Hz) and bandpass 
filtered (.1.5 to 3 Hz), respectively. The events are located at LOFOTEN 
(LOF, 68.1°N, 16.0°E), Ringvass0y-Loppa Fault Complex (RLFC, 72.3°N, 
18 .. 7°E'), and Senja Fracture Zone (SFZ, 71. 60N, 12 .4°E) · Axes are 
seconds<ve.rsus amplitude in number of counts, with the maximum number 
indicated. 
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Fig.VII.5.5 Seismograms of three events recorded at ARCESS, where the 
first in each pair is high-pass filtered (at 6 Hz), while the second 
is bandpass filtered from 1.5 to 3 Hz. The events are located at 
Western Barents Sea (BARNT, 73.9°N, 27.1°E), Kola Peninsula (KOLA, 
67.6°N, 33.4°E), and northern Sweden (67.3°N, 20.6°E)· Axes are 
seconds versus amplitude in number of counts, with the maximum number 
indicated. 
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